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ABSTRACT 

 

In low-power digital design, especially in shift registers, flip-flops (FF) plays a significant role. In shift 

registers, the power consumption of system clock is estimated to be half of the overall system power. 

Therefore, selecting the right FF is very important for designing an compact size and low power shift 

register. In this paper, a review of different FF designs that have been applied for different shift register 

(SIPO, PIPO, SISO and PISO) is presented. The connection between FFs parameters and shift registers is 

also discussed. FFs architecture is evaluated via its average power, delay and power delay product. 

Comparative study showed that FFs have great effect on the performance quality of shift registers. 

Keywords:  CMOC, FF, Single Edge Triggered FF, Double Edge Triggered FF, Shift Register 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

At present, by decreasing the CMOS technology 

process feature size based on Moore’s law, more 

transistors can be integrated onto the same die [1-

2]. Applying more transistors is accompanied with 

more switching which brings about more energy 

dissipation in the form of heat and radiation [3]. As 

the packaging and cooling are not able to remove 

the additional heat, the matter of heat is one of the 

significant issues in this era [4]. The heat and the 

consistency of the integrated circuit are addressed 

as important drivers of low power design 

procedures especially in RFID based applications 

[5-9]. Moreover, reaching to the mobile society can 

be reported as another important objective of low 

power design [10-11]. As it goes further, it is 

expected that more low power systems being 

reported. This expectancy requires an appropriate 

development in low power procedures and tools 

[12]. The procedure that is currently developing 

will guide us to the low power design automation in 

integrated chips are flip-flop (FF) based designs 

[13]. FFs are addressed as the fundamental storage 

elements that are applied vastly in whole types of 

digital designs [14-16]. Majority of the digital 

designs are currently implemented by using FF-rich 

modulus. One of the major design using FFs are 

shift registers [17]. In shift registers, the power 

consumption of system clock is estimated to be half 

of the overall system power [18]. Therefore, the 

FFs contribute a substantial percentage of the chip 

area and power consumption in compare with 

whole system design [19-20]. 

This paper is prepared as follows. The basic 

perception of the shift register and DFF is brought 

in section 2. The fundamental kind of shift register 

is described in section 3. Applications of shift 

register in Section 4. The comparison between 

different designs of shift register is stated in section 

5. Conclusion is done in Section 6. 

2. THE ELEMENTARY CONCEPT OF 

SHIFT REGISTERS 

 

Shift register is considered as a kind of 

sequential logic circuit, which is mostly for storing 

digital data. Shift register is consisted of FFs in the 

group. FFs are linked together in a way that the 

output of one is the input of next one. The whole 

FFs are running with common clock and all FFs are 

set or reset simultaneously. A register let every FF 

to set free for keeping information of its nearby 

neighbor. Figure 1 represents the movement of 

basic data in shift register.  
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Figure 1: Basic data movement in shift registers [21] 

The storing capacity in a register is the whole 

quantity of bits (0 or 1) from digital data that may 

be held. Every FF within a shift register is 

considered as one bit of storing capacity. Thus, the 

number of Flip-flop in a register defines its storing 

capacity. FF can be defined as an electronic circuit 

that retains the logical state of data input signals 

once it responds to a clock pulse. They are mostly 

implemented in the computational circuit to 

function in a predefined sequence during repeating 

clock period to take and keep data for a restricted 

time interval, which is adequate for other circuits in 

the system to promote the process data [22].  

In every clock signals rising and falling edge, all 

data which are kept in the FFs are freely available 

for other computational and sequential circuitry to 

be applied as input. Double-edge triggered FFs are 

those, which keep data on leading and trailing edge. 

The FFs with one edge storing capability are called 

single edge triggered FFs [23-24]. The FF of type D 

that is extensively used is familiar as delay or data 

FF (D-FF). This kind of flip-flop takes the input-

value in certain part of the clock cycle (falling or 

rising edge). The taken value turns to Q output and 

does not change at other times. D-FFs are used as a 

delay line or a zero order hold or as a memory cell. 

The D-FFs in integrated circuits have the ability to 

set or reset mandatory. Benefit of the D flip-flop in 

comparison with the D-type transparent latch is the 

signal on the D input is taken when the FF is 

clocked [25]. The next change on the D input is 

neglected until the subsequent clock event. An 

exclusion is that some FFs have a “reset” signal 

input, that will reset Q (to zero), and can 

synchronous or asynchronous by the clock.  

The D-FFs are considered as a simple gated S-R 

latch in which a NAND inverter is linked between 

R and S input. This kind of FF has just one input. 

Because of data postponement between output and 

input, it is known as delay FF. R and S complete 

each other because of NAND inverter. Figure 2 

shows the D FF NAND gate. 

 

Figure 2: Basic Single edge triggered flip-flop [22]. 

The technology of CMOS introduces a very 

different method to Flip-flop construction and 

design. The CMOS flip-flop applies the 

transmission gates to switch the data connections. 

This method is different from applying logic gates 

to link the clock signal to slave and master sections 

of flip-flop. As a result, the controllable flip-flop 

may be constructed with just inverter and 

transmission gates [27]. This kind of flip-flop is 

simple and very small structure for an IC. The D-

FF transmission gate is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: D Flip Flop Transmission gates [28]. 

Common set flip-flops are activated at the clock 

cycle rising or falling edge [26]. For the rising set 

FF, the FF output is determined using rising edge. 

In the similar way for falling set of the FF, the input 

value at the falling edge is sent to the output. 

However, for careful operation of FF, the input 

value should be kept constant right earlier and later 

the clock triggering edge [26]. Many methods are 

available to use the Double Edge Triggered FF 

(DETFF). Generally, they may be sorted into two 

methods. First method is to input an extra circuitry 

to make inner pulse signals on every clock edge. 

Second method is to reproduce the way to assist the 

FF for sampling data on each clock edge [29-30].  

Similar data quantity may be attained with semi 

clock frequency applied DETFF [31]. In order to 

save half of the power on the clock distribution 

system, Double edge clocking may be implemented 

[32-34]. Valuable benefit of the DETFF in 

comparison with SETFF is the delay where it can 

be optimized to the upper level and can be used for 

high-speed application [35]. Decreasing the clocked 
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transistors’ number in the design will directly 

decrease the delay, area and power consumption. 

The multiplexer is known with double CMOS 

transmission gates. Thus, the logic structure may be 

simply applied to the design of CMOS DETFF. It 

should be noted that double inverters are inserted in 

the feedback route to recover the level in the two 

latches. On the other hand, the three multiplexers 

are easily collected of two MOS transistors to 

decrease the transistors’ numbers. Figure 4 shows 

the general diagram of DETFF and conventional 

DETFF, respectively.   

 

 

Figure 5: (a) General diagram of DETFF [36]. 

(b) Conventional DETFF [37]. 

The performance of flip-flop can be evaluated by 

based on the following main parameters, which are 

delay, power and power-delay product (PDP).   

Delay: Many significant timing parameters are 

available in the FF such as D-Q delay, Clk-Q delay, 

hold time and set up time. The Clk-Q delay (that is 

regularly applied as an applicable performance 

parameter) does not consider setup time and the 

final transition of input affects Clk-Q delay greatly.  

Power: Three main sources of energy 

consumption are available in FF; input energy, 

which characterizes the energy dissipate to power 

the flip-flop input, clock energy, which is dissipated 

in the local clock buffer powering the clock and 

internal energy which is dissipated at the inner 

nodes [38]. A crucial fact regarding the energy 

dissipation of FF is that it is a function of input data 

and clock activity. Energy can be saved through 

gating the clock that is normally performed in new 

low-power designs. However, even once the clock 

is frozen; there are some power dissipations 

because of input data transitions. The other fact is 

that the different FFs in the data path have 

expressively dissimilar input and clock activity 

designs. 

PDP: PDP is the switching energy and is made 

of power consumption that is averaged over a 

switching event multiple by the input–output delay 

(or duration of the switching event). It is included 

the dimension of energy that measures the energy 

spent per switching event. 

3. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SHIFT 

REGISTERS 

Performance comparisons among various CMOS 

FF based shift registers are shown in table 1. It was 

obtained that the efficiency of the FF can be 

assessed by calculating its number of transistors, 

area, average power, delay and PDP of the FF. 

SCDFF is applied in reference [39] via Cross-

coupled inverters to save the data at the output Q. 

However, problem is in the cross-coupled inverters 

that not only reduces the speed of discharging, but 

also bring about dissipation in short-circuit power. 

The period of the race current will be elongated 

when the capacitance of output load is large and 

can misrepresent the wanted output signal and 

magnifies the dynamic power dissipation. 

Reference [40] is offered a CBS_IP, which uses a 

clock branch sharing design to reduce the number 

of the clock transitions, and reduce the power 

consumption, which leads to increase the speed of 

FF. It used the conditional discharge technique and 

the division path technique to minimize the 

redundant switching activity and short circuit 

current. Novel low power pulse-triggered FF is 

applied in reference [41] via used two new design 

measures. The first design is used NAND logic to 

reduce the number of transistors stacked over the 

discharging path. The second design is reduce the 

size of transistors in pulse generation circuit by 

enhancement conditional improve to the width and 

height of the discharging pulse. Reference [45] is 

offered novel P-FF design by using pseudo-NMOS 

logic and pass transistor to improve TSPC latch 

structure. The key idea by using this design to give 
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signal from input source to the internal node of 

TSPC latch which reduce the transition time and 

improve speed and power. The static explicit-

pulsed dual edge triggered Flip-flop (SEDNIFF) 

accompanies with latch node built-in is reported in 

reference [42]. A pulse generator circuit is 

implemented in SEDNIFF to make narrow pulses at 

the clock edges (rising and falling). The DETFF 

proposed in [14], is connected the parallel form of 

negative and positive latch. Tow inverter and one 

transmission gate connected back to back ,the 

output of two latch became input to 2:1 Mux by 

using one NMOS and one PMOS connected in 

series, the Mux was design and the gate derive by 

the inverted CLK. when the transmission gate is 

OFF the back to back connected inverters hold the 

data and to get the correct data at the output the 

Mux sends the latched data to the inverter in same 

time.. DETFF has less number of clocked 

transistors in comparison with FF [39-42]. The post 

layout experimental model results displays that 

proposed DETFF offers enhancement in power 

dissipation and PDP, but high delay compare with 

[39-42]. Consequently, the DETFF is very well 

matched for low power applications. Now design 

decreased the number of inverters and a new double 

edge triggered DFF is achieved in reference [43]. 

This design decreases four transistors. However, 

the number of clocked transistors rests as similar as 

before. The number of transistors needed to achieve 

the design 20 transistors. Designs in references 

[37], [44] are suggested to substitute the 

transmission gates by the n pass transistors. 

Essentially, n-type pass transistors offer weak high 

however, the n-type pass transistors are continued 

by an inverter, that along with a strong high. The 

number of transistor is reduced to 18 and 16 for the 

mentioned references, respectively while the 

number clocked transistors are just 6 transistors. 

The TSPC D-FF is proposed in [23]. The D-FF is 

made by applying two PMOS transistors and three 

NMOS transistors and with MTCMOS D-FF. 

MTCMOS D-FF is planned with seven transistors; 

two PMOS transistors, three NMOS, sleep and 

sleep bar that have more number of transistors but 

less power consumption. The malty threshold 

CMOS working with low and high threshold, when 

threshold is low it enhance the speed performance 

and when threshold is high it decrease the leakage 

power. This technology is decreasing power 

dissipation, propagates delay promotes. 

 All FF designs that have been discussed in table 

1 can be applied in shift registers. The choice of the 

FFs design depends on the shift registers objective 

applications. 

The basic types of shift registers are: 

a. Serial In -Serial Out shift registers. 

b. Serial In -Parallel Out shift registers. 

c. Parallel In -Serial Out shift registers. 

d. Parallel In- Parallel Out shift registers.  

Serial In -Serial Out shift registers: The serial 

in-serial out shift register receives data 

consecutively, which is one bit at a time on a single 

line. It generates the kept data in serial form on its 

output as well. A basic 4-bit shift register is 

designed applying 4-D flip-flops, as displayed in 

Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Serial in-serial out shift register [22]. 

Serial In- Parallel Out shift registers : In this 

type of register data is received consecutively as 

like as discussed in the SISO section. Figure 18 

displays the serial in parallel out diagram for this 

type of register. The variance is within the method 

that the data bits are derived of the register. When 

the information is kept, every bit get appear on its 

own output line, and concurrently whole bits are 

accessible. 

 

Figure 7: Serial in - parallel out register [18] 

Parallel In -Serial Out shift registers: D1, D2, 

D3 and D4 are known as parallel inputs in which 

the D1 is the utmost important bit and D4 is the 

minimum important one. To write the data to the 

register, the mode control line is considered low 

and the data is clocked in. Once the mode control 

line is large, the data may be shifted. The 

arrangement now acts as a parallel in serial out shift 

register, with D1 as the data input. Nevertheless, 

once the number of clock cycles is less than the 

total measurement of the data-string, the data 

output, would be as parallel data read off in the 

arrangement, which is displayed in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Parallel in Serial out Shift Register [22] 

Parallel in- Parallel out Shift Register: For the 

parallel in parallel out shift registers, whole data 

bits are sorted on the parallel outputs directly 

following the concurrent entry of the data bits. A 

design of a 4-bit parallel in - parallel out shift 

register by is illustrated in Figure 9. Inputs and 

outputs make the parallel operation. The clock is 

used to activate all the flip flops linked as depicted 

below. The D1, D2, D3 and D4 are the parallel 

inputs and the Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are the parallel 

outputs. When the register is clocked, the whole 

data at the D's inputs get appear at the resultant Q’s 

outputs simultaneously. 

Figure 9: Parallel in/out Shift Register [22] 

Shift registers are used in many applications. 

Some of these applications are: 

To produce time delay: the SISO shift register 

can be implemented as a time delay system [45- 

46]. The amount of delay may be measured as 

either the number of flip-flops in the register or the 

frequency of the clock. 

To simplify combinational logic: The main 

difficulty within the understanding of synchronous 

serial circuits is the duty of binary codes to the 

internal conditions of the circuit to decrease the 

convolution of needed circuits. Through assigning 

one FF to one internal state, it is probable to 

alleviate the combinational logic needed to 

understand the serial circuit. Once the circuit is in a 

specific condition, the flip-flop related to that 

condition is set to high and the rest flip-flops 

remain low [47]. 

To convert serial data to parallel data: A 

computer or microprocessor-based system usually 

needs input data to be in parallel format. Then 

commonly, these systems should connect to the 

external devices that send or receive serial data. 

Therefore, serial-to-parallel conversion is needed. 

As displayed in earlier part, a serial in - parallel out 

register can attain this [48]. 

In [37], the design of DETFF for shift registers 

for replacing the entire transmission gate in the 

conventional design by the n pass transistors. 

Mainly, n-type pass transistors result in weak high. 

However, the n-type pass transistors, which are 

accompanied by an inverter that gives strong high. 

Number of transistor is reduced to 18 where the 

clocked transistors are just 6 transistors. The shift 

registers are constructed using this DFF’s, thus all 

the performance parameters as well as Power 

consumption, area Delay are improved and the 

design is best appropriate for high speed and low 

power usages. 

 

Figure 10: Proposed DETFF [37] 

Design of 4-bit shift register (PIPO) by applying 

diverse design of FF (IP-DCOFF, SCCER FF, 

EPTL FF) was performed in [49]. Design FF with 

The enhanced pulse triggered low-power flip-flop 

(EPTLFF) decrease the discharging path and 

restricts pointless internal node transitions to 

decrease power consumption and delay. Therefore, 

this design of PIPO shift register applying EPTLFF 

is better than the other designs.  

 In [50] SISO shift register  design with  RTPG  

using gate clock for 4 FFs but shift register with 

RTPG and ADOC (run-time power gating, activity- 

driven optimized clock gating) by using  XOR- 

based clock gating for 2 FFs only and the power 

became efficiency more than 72.03% compare with 

first shift register without RTPG and ADOC. 
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Figure 11: SISO Shift Register with ADOC & 

RTPG [50] 

Design and construction of low power single 

edge triggered D-FF based shift registers (SISO, 

SIPO, PISO and PIPO) was accomplished in [51]. 

D-FF design includes regenerative feedback just for 

slave, which increase the performance. Though in 

most projects master slave logic is applied and 

recreating feedback is favored for slave and master. 

This design is so consistent in comparison with 

other designs and can be applied for high speed 

usages. This design decreases the total area and 

power consumption. This design is most 

appropriate for the low power usages. 

Figure 12: Low power set D-FF [51] 

The design of shift registers applying TSPC flip-

flops (True Single Phase Clock) was presented in 

[52]. TSPC technique is added for designing D flip-

flops. TSPC uses only a single clock and 2 or 3 

clocked transistors in every latch without local 

inversion of the clock as such inversion needs 

additional clocked systems. Moreover uses OBSC 

(optimized bus specific clock gating). This 

technique is presented which reduces the problem 

of gated flip-flop choice by appropriate selection of 

subset of flip-flops. It may reduce dynamic power 

by 25.07%. Moreover, simulation results display 

that the recommended technique reaches 32% 

discount in active leakage power.  

 

Figure 24: Proposed OBSC Circuit [52] 

This review article was present a variety of low 

power and high efficiency shift registers published 

in different scientific papers. Table 2 displays 

summary of experimental outcomes for shift 

registers collected from different research papers. 

After reviewing it was found that the recent 

research on shift registers are mainly concentrating 

on average power, PDP, delay. 

From the literature, it was found that the 

performance of shift registers could be accessed 

through measuring mean power, PDP and delay for 

shift registers. The Flip-flops (FFs) are the basic 

storage elements used widely in all types of shift 

registers. FFs contribute a chief part of the chip 

area and power consumption to the global system 

plan. The papers always tend to choose the simple 

circuit structure of FFs due to its 

uncomplicatedness and easy implementation (small 

area and less number of clocked transistors). 

Nevertheless, from the conductive literature review, 

it can be concluded that regularly there is a need to 

use the new technology in order to reduce the 

power consumption and to satisfy a low power, 

high performance for shift registers. 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
This review article discussed the present 

researches on flip flops design in all various kind of 

shift registers. Form this research, it can be 

concluded that there are various available schemes 

of FFs which have been applied for shift registers 

and the selection of the FFs are depend on the shift 

registers applications and the scheme complexity. 

Designing low power, high efficiency shift registers 
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requires high performance of flip-flops because it 

has significant impact to the power consumption, 

which will degrade the performance of shift 

registers. 
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Table 1: Performance Comparison Among Various Design Of CMOS FF For Shift Registers 

Year/ 

Ref. 

Technology Design Area 

(μm2) 

No of 

transistors 

Delay 

(ps) 

Average 

Power 

(μW) 

PDP 

(fj) 

Achievements 

2005[39] CMOS 

0.18μm 

SCDFF 682.2 29 234.5 41.97 9.80 -low power 

-increase the speed 

2007[40] CMOS 

0.18μm 

CBS-

ipFF 

Not 

mention 

23 179 13.0 2.33 -less number of transistors 

-minimizing the number of 

clocked transistors 

-low power 

2012[41] CMOS 

90nm 

P-FF 79.17 19 107.24 31.11 2.65 -less number of transistors 

-less area 

-larger hold time 

2014[45] CMOS 

90nm 

P-FF 69.13 24 109.13 30.09 2.13 -low power 

-low PDP 

-high performance 

2012[42] CMOS 

0.18μm 

SEDNIF

F 

497.7 29 217.7 34.44 7.49 -simple structure 

-low power consumption 

-Robust out put 

-high performance 

2013[14] CMOS 

0.18μm 

DETFF 183.06 24 259.6 21.75 5.64 -low power dissipation 

-less number of clocked 

transistors 

-less PDP 

2012[43] CMOS 

65nm 

DFF Not 

mention 

20 22.0 

 

1.09 23.98 -less number of transistors 

-low power dissipation 

-less area 

2014[37] CMOS 

16nm 

DET-

DFF 

Not 

mention 

18 11.418 123.9 0.0516 -less number of transistors 

-minimizing the number of 

clocked transistors to 6 

-low power dissipation 

-Increase the speed of 

design 

2013[44] CMOS 

130nm 

DFF Not 

mention 

16 36.99 

 

78.15 

 

2.8907 -less number of transistors 

-minimizing the number of 

clocked transistors to 6 

-low power dissipation 

2012[23] CMOS 

90nm 

D Flip-

Flop 

with 

TSPC 

Not 

mention 

5 0.126 2.01 0.253 -low power 

-high speed design 

-less number of transistors 

-only one transistor being 

clocked 

2012[23] CMOS 

90nm 

D Flip-

Flop 

with 

MTMC

OS 

Not 

mention 

7 0.142 0.51 0.9729 - low power 

-high speed design 

-reduce leakage power 
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Table 2: Performance Comparison Among Various Designs Of Shift Registers 

Year[ref] Technolog

y 

Design VDD 

V 

No. of 

transistors 

Power 

μw 

Delay PDP Achievements 

2014[37] CMOS 

16nm 

SISO 

 

0.7 - 658 3024.4 62.574 The design of DET-

DFF based shift 

registers less number of 

transistors , minimizing 

the number of clocked 

transistors to 6, 

reduce power 

dissipation 

-Increase the speed of 

shift registers 

  SIPO 

 

0.7 - 658 21.258 

1024 

2024.3 

3024.4 

0.439 

21.186 

41.88 

62.57 

  PISO 

 

0.7 - 586 32.8167 0.00772 

  PIPO 0.7 - 748 1013.5 7.3874 

2014[51] CMOS 

50nm 

PIPO 

Using IP-

DCO FF 

- 

 

92 

 

 

31.14 

 

 

not 

mention 

not 

mention 

 

-The EPTL FF is better 

than DCO FF and 

SCCER FF ,the EPTL 

FF design with only 17 

transistors (less area) 

-PIPO using EPTL FF 

less power consumption 

  PIPO 

Using 

SCCER 

FF 

 

- 

 

68 

 

13.58 

 

not 

mention 

 

not 

mention 

  PIPO 

Using 

EPTL FF 

- 

 

 

68 

 

5.51 

not 

mention 

 

not 

mention 

 

2014[52] CMOS 

250nm 

SISO 

without 

ADOC&R

TPG 

- 

 

144 

 

 

231.47 

 

 

not 

mention 

 

not 

mention 

 

- SISO with 

ADOC&RTPG reduce 

the power dissipation 

-reduce the cost of 

packaging 

-increase the reliability 
  SISO with 

ADOC&R

TPG 

 236 64.74 

 

not 

mention 

 

not 

mention 

2013[53] CMOS 

130nm@ 

100MHz 

SISO - not 

mention 

26 30830 801 -The SET-DFF  based 

shift registers design  by 

used  feedback only for 

slave, so it  improves 

the efficiency of all 

types of shift registers, 

by reduce the area 

-the shift registers are 

lower power 

consumption with 100 

MHZ ,so it appropriate 

for low power 

application 

  SIPO - 

 

not 

mention 

 

26 71.26 

10828 

20824 

30830 

1.85 

281 

541 

801 

  PISO - not 

mention 

11.53 30071 346 

  PIPO - 

 

not 

mention 

 

15.52 73.225 1.13 

 CMOS 

130nm@ 

500MHz 

SISO - 

 

not 

mention 

 

136.7 6072 830 

 

 

  SIPO - not 

mention 

 

136.7 71.08 

2070 

4070 

6072 

9.7 

280 

556 

830 

  PISO - not 

mention 

91.58 6073 556 

  PIPO - not 

mention 

85.21 73.512 6.26 

 CMOS SISO - not 280 3074 8.60 
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130nm@ 

1GHz 

mention 

  SIPO - not 

mention 

280 71.226 

1071 

2071.8 

3074 

19.9 

299 

580 

860 

  PISO - not 

mention 

202.3 3073 621 

  PIPO - not 

mention 

177.1 74.733 13.2 

2013[54] CMOS 

90nm@ 

1GHz 

SISO 1 not 

mention 

79.442 153 12.1546 -The design of FF based 

shift registers reduce the 

leakage power 

-low delay 

-low PDP 
  SIPO 1 not 

mention 

79.442 51 4.05154 

  PISO 1 not 

mention 

162.098 213 34.5268 

  PIPO 1 not 

mention 

52.997 105 5.56468 


